
ACEGRIP

Suppofted Natural Rubber Work Glove.

GLOVE DESCRIPTION
The gloves have a medium weight rough Natural Rubber coating. The liner is a
Polyester cotton machine knitted shell, The gloves give all round performance and
they are suitable for most construction work and general industrial assembly
operations.

The gloves are aCifresh i sanitized treated to provide protection against micro-organism
which may give rise to bad odours and the risk of cross infections.

GLOVE SERIES
w1-251-NL-C

MARKING
UCI, ACEGRiP, SIZE AND ( (

GLOVE SIZE AVAILABLE
Hand size defined in EN 420 Glove Sizes
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Mechanical test data in accordance with EN 388
Abrasion Resistance Level3

Cut Resistance Levet 1

Tear Resistance Level 4

Puncture Resistance Level 2

The resulb are taken from the palm area of the gloves. All EC type examinations
were carried out by S,G.S United Kingdom Ltd,,

Ellesmere port CH6S 3 EN, United Kingdom.
(Notified Body No OL20)
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CLEANING / MAINTENANCE
Both new and used gloves should be thoroughly inspected before use, especially after
cieaning treatment, and before being worn to ensure no damage is present. Gloves
should not be left in contaminated condition if re-use is intended, in which case gloves
should be cleaned as far as possibie, provided no serious hazards exists, before
removal from the hands. Excess contarninant should first be removed and the gloves
may be de-contaminated with mild detergent solution, then rinsed with clean water and
dried ideally with some air rnovement. When the contaminant is not removable or
presents a potential hazard it is advisable to ease left and right hand gloves off
alternatively using the gloved hand so that the gloves are removed with out the
contaminant contacting the bare hands.

PACKING AND STORAGE
The gioves are packed in burndles, along with this leaflet. The bundled gloves are then
placed in cardboard cartons. This is suitab!e for tr"ansportation and storage. Store the
gloves in cool dry place ano out of direct sunlight.

OBSOLESCENCE
Stored correctly, the gloves physical properties will not ehange for up to five years.

GENER,{L
The quallty system used to manufacture the gloves is in compliance with ISO
9001:200E.None of the materials or process used in the manufacture of these products
is known to be harmful to the wearer

PLEASE NOTE
The information contained herein is intended io assist the wearer in the selection of
personal protective equipment. The result of the laboratory tests should help with correct
glove selection, however it should be understood that the actual conditions of use cannot
be directly simulated. lt is therefore the responsibility of the encj user and not the
manufacturer to determine the glove suitability for the intendeci use.

Warning: Gloves not be worn when there is a risk of entanglement by moving part of
rnachines.
Latex warning: Scme individual may experience allergic sensitive rubber latex.

Further inforrnation is available at the below address.

Victoria House
Colliery Rd
Wolverhampton
WV{ zRD


